Case Report

Pericoronitis-related retrograde peri-implantitis in the right mandibular first molar region: a rare case report
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ABSTRACT

The following report presents a very unusual case of a 50-year-old man with retrograde peri-implantitis secondary to pericoronitis of a horizontal, incompletely impacted mandibular right third molar. A cone-beam computed tomography scan revealed the presence of a radiolucency at the apex of the mobile implant at the right first molar site, which was detected one month after implant placement. The case management involved removal of the mobile implant and arrangement of a second implant surgery as well as extraction of the impacted third molar. The lesion gradually resolved over a 1-year period. The implant remained stable with no evidence of recurrence over a 4-year follow-up period.

Introduction

Retrograde peri-implantitis (RPI) is sometimes referred to in the literature as “apical peri-implantitis” or “implant periapical lesions” [1-4]. This type of case was first described by McAllister et al. [5]. RPI is defined as a clinically symptomatic periapical lesion that can be diagnosed as a radiolucency that develops within the first few months after an implant insertion, in which the coronal portion of the implant achieves normal osseointegration [6]. It is often accompanied by symptoms of pain, swelling, redness, tenderness and/or the presence of a fistulous tract [7].

The incidence of RPI is typically very low. Only 10 infected RPIs were found in 3800 implants by Reiser and Nevins and the prevalence of this RPI was only 0.26% in this sampling [7]. Although RPI is rare, its potential risk cannot be overlooked. If not treated early, it is a rapid infective process and it can potentially cause devitalization of adjacent teeth, and can greatly reduce the existing bone for future implants [8,9]. Therefore, recognition of possible etiologies and early clinical symptoms, frequent radiographic assessment, and early surgical management can minimize the extent of damage from RPI.
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Extensive studies indicated that the etiology of RPI is multifactorial and has been reported to include residual bacteria in the implant site, overheating during a surgical procedure, surface contamination of implants, bone compression, poor bone quality, premature loading, development of osteomyelitis, bone loss caused by a mucoperiosteal flap surgical procedure, adjacent endodontic lesions, residual root particles or foreign bodies, and HIV infection [6, 7, 10-17]. However, little attention has been paid to the role of impacted third molars combined with pericoronitis in the etiology of RPI. An impacted tooth that is completely or partially unerupted and is positioned against another tooth, bone or soft tissue so that its further eruption is unlikely, is described according to its anatomic position [18]. Tooth impaction is a pathological situation that may be a source of recurrent odontogenic pain, infection, and inflammation [19].

The case reported here involved a dental implant located in the right mandibular first molar region with a large periapical lesion, which was most likely caused by the horizontal, incompletely impacted right mandibular third molar combined with pericoronitis and was discovered one month after implant insertion. The patient exhibited discernible clinical improvement after removal of the source of infection over a 49-month follow-up period.

Case Report

A 50-year-old Chinese man without any relevant medical history visited our department in August 2012 for treatment of missing teeth 16 and 46. The patient lost his teeth 16 and 46 in October 2010 due to root fractures, which required their extraction. Clinical and radiographic examinations revealed that retained root fragments were present in the soft tissue of edentulous areas of teeth 16 and 46 (Fig 1a). Teeth 38 and 48 were horizontal and incompletely impacted. A cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) scan examination revealed irregular radiolucency above the inferior alveolar nerve in the areas of teeth 16 and 46. In addition, a large radiolucency was observed at the peri coronal and periapical areas of the tooth 48 (Fig 1b). The proposed dental treatment plan included implantation of teeth 16 and 46 and extraction of 38, 48. Because of the patient’s busy work schedule, he was unable to coordinate his time with ours to receive all of the planned treatments. The patient requested to have the dental implantation first and postponed the other recommendations.

On August 31, 2012, root fragments of 16 and 46 were extracted without apical debridement or flap reflection. The patient was then referred for implant placement (tooth 16: Nobel Replace RP 5×10mm; tooth 46: Nobel Replace RP 4.3×15mm) with a 35-Ncm insertion torque and immediate previsualization (nonfunctional loading). A CBCT scan showed the apical portion of the mandibular implant was very close to irregular radiolucency (Fig 2a). The patient received amoxicillin 250 mg tid, which was prescribed for 7 days, 0.12% chlorhexidine oral rinse, and acetaminophen was given as an analgesic when needed for pain control postoperatively.

Four weeks after the implant placement, the patient returned to our department, and complained of a pain that had developed in the mandibular implant site that could no longer be controlled with analgesics. At this time the site appeared healthy, but the implant was mobile. A CBCT scan showed a radiolucency at the apical and middle portions of the dental implant at the right first molar site, which was linked to low-density zones around tooth 48 as a single entity through the inferior alveolar canal (Fig 2b). A diagnosis of RPI was then established. Under local anesthesia, the implant was removed and the socket was then repeatedly rinsed and irrigated by using a sterile saline solution. The patient was advised that an extraction of tooth 48 was immediately required. Imminent overseas travel by the patient dictated that the extraction of tooth 48 be accomplished at this current visit.

Seven months after the implant extraction, the patient visited our department again and exhibited at the treated site recurring swelling and pain that persisted during that period. A CBCT scan showed that the radiolucency at the right first molar region had decreased in size and increased in density (Fig 2c). At that time, a second implant surgery was arranged for the patient. Routine preparation of the surgical field and administration of local anesthesia were performed. A crestal incision was made on the edentulous alveolar of tooth 46 and the mucoperiosteal flap was elevated. Implant (Bicon 5.0×8.0 mm) was placed. After the insertion of the implant, the flap was repositioned and sutured using a 3-0 silk. At the same time, extraction of tooth 48 was affected (Fig 3a). The patient was prescribed antibiotics (amoxicillin 250 mg, 3 times daily) and 0.2% chlorhexidine oral rinse and instructed to rinse twice daily for 7 days. Seven days after the surgical procedure, there were no symptoms of pain and inflammation, and the sutures were removed.

After submerged healing over a period of five months, the CBCT scan showed that there was new bone formation at the apical region of the implant, and that bone density slightly increased at the region of tooth 48 (Fig 3b). Second-step operation of implant on the edentulous ridge of tooth 46 was performed. Prosthetic rehabilitation was conducted one month later, and loading of the implant began (Fig 3c). During a 49-month follow-up, the mandibular implant was observed to be fully functional in the patient’s mouth, with continuous stable bone levels around the implant. The CBCT scan revealed complete bone fill in the previous lesion area of tooth 48 (Fig 3d).
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Figure legends

Fig. 1 Radiographic examination at first visit: (a) Panoramic radiograph shows root fragments retained in the soft tissue of edentulous areas of teeth 16 and 46(arrows). (b) CBCT sagittal sections demonstrates radiolucency was observed above the inferior alveolar canal and the distal and apical regions of the tooth 48(arrows).

Fig. 2 CBCT examination at the first implant treatment: (a)The apical part of the implant was close to irregular radiolucency (arrow).(b)The large radiolucency was located in the apical and middle regions of the dental implant four weeks after the implant first placement. (c)The radiolucent lesion was still observed, which was linked to low-density zones around tooth 48 as a single entity through the inferior alveolar canal seven months after the implant movement.

Fig. 3 CBCT examination at the second implant treatment: (a) Implant was inserted and tooth 48 was extracted. (b) New bone formation at the apical region of the implant and bone density slightly increased at the region of tooth 48 five months after the second implant insertion. (c) Prosthetic rehabilitation one month after a second-step operation of implant. (d)The bone around implant was stable at a 49-month follow up.

Discussion

RPI is infectious-inflammatory alterations surrounding an implant apex, and can be caused by a number of situations [20]. Sussman proposed two pathways that might lead to RPI: type 1 (implant to tooth) and type 2 (tooth to implant). Type 1 RPI occurs when the osteotomy preparation results in devitalization of the tooth pulp and periapical pathology. Subsequently, the periapically infected tooth inhibited osseointegration of the implant. Type 2 RPI occurs when an adjacent tooth with periapical pathology contaminates the fixture and interferes with osseointegration of the implant [9]. The case reported here belongs to type 2, but the source of infection was from the impacted teeth. In this reported case, a large radiolucency surrounded the peri coronal and periapical areas of a horizontal impacted right, and the third molar implied that a chronic infection existed. If the source of infection was not alleviated immediately, the infection could have spread easily along the inferior alveolar canal to the apical area of the mandibular teeth. The irregular radiolucency above the inferior alveolar nerve existed in the areas of teeth 46 and 47 which was advantageous evidence to support this transmission route (Fig 2a).

The process of implant placement could cause activation of a latent response either due to overheating of the site or contamination or a combination of the two [21]. In this reported case, the apical of the mandibular implant was very close to irregular radiolucency, so the placement of the implant may have triggered periapical pathology at the apical portion of the tooth 46. This activation could have resulted in the rapid bone loss over a short period of time. The extraction of tooth 48 implied the removal of the source of infection, so the patient healed uneventfully and no recurrence of RPI was noted during a 49-month postoperative follow-up period. In addition, the patient’s CBCT scan revealed that the radiolucency entirely resolved and there was new bone formation at the previous lesion area of the region of teeth 46 and 48, which implied that the horizontal incompletely, impacted right mandibular third molar combined with pericoronitis was the main cause of this patient’s complaint.
A CBCT scan is a major innovation in the field of dentistry and has gained popularity, because of its lower radiation dose, easier image acquisition, limited area exposure and high resolution when compared to medical CTs [22]. It has also been previously observed that the CBCT image quality of fine dental and bony structures is superior [23]. In this reported case, panoramic radiographs do not provide accurate information regarding available bone quality and quantity, because they are confined to a two-dimensional view of a three-dimensional object [24]. As a result, this may lead the practitioner to overlook a portion of the preexisting inflammation and not properly treat the patient. Therefore, the clinician should improve the ability of reading radiographic examinations, and be aware that these sites may be at greater risk for implant placement, which underscores the value of a close evaluation of the suspected sites with more sensitive investigative procedures such as a CBCT scan. Economic considerations may preclude the routine use of such procedures, but the suspected sites have to be evaluated with a CBCT scan to avoid retrograde implant failures [25].

The treatment goals of RPI include elimination of the infection, resolution of the lesion and ultimately, implant survival [17]. In summary, various therapeutic alternatives have been demonstrated, such as systemic antibiotics, debridement only or the combination of debridement with grafting material with or without the use of membrane, detoxification of infected implant surfaces, or an apicectomy, and implant removal [2, 12, 26-29]. In all cases, it must be ensured that the stability of the implant has not been damaged. If the implant is mobile, the implant should be considered to have failed and removal of the implant is the only management option [7, 13]. In this case report, the mobile implant was removed and the socket required only thorough debridement without grafting material placement, because of the lesion was close to inferior alveolar nerve. Although it was a long procedure, its outcome helped in prevent paresthesia in the inferior alveolar nerve and achieved the required function and aesthetics, which were of concern to the patient.

In summary, this case report revealed a new etiologic cause of RPI from combined pericoronitis of a horizontal, incompletely impacted mandibular right third molar making this case report a useful reference for implant surgery. The clinician must be aware of the potential risk of developing RPI as a result of an impacted tooth that can be associated with pericoronitis. This case report suggests that the greater incidence of implant failure at sites requires a more detailed analysis of the radiographs prior to implant installation.
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